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Sister chromatid exchange evaluation as an aid to

the diagnosis and exclusion of Fanconi's anaemia by
induced chromosome damage analysis

R T Howell

Abstract
Evaluation of chromatid aberrations induced in
culture by DNA cross linking agents provides the
most reliable method currently available for the
diagnosis and exclusion of Fanconi's anaemia.
However, at appropriate concentrations of clasto-
genic agent the aberration frequency in an unaffected
subject may be very low and thus it may be difficult
to confirm that the treatment was effective.
Data are presented to show that sister chromatid

exchange analysis can be used to monitor the
effectiveness of the clastogen treatment and
thereby increase the reliability and efficiency of the
assay.

Fanconi's anaemia (FA), a rare syndrome with
an autosomal recessive mode of inheritance, is
associated with hypoplasia of the bone marrow,
characteristically resulting in anaemia, neutropenia,
and thrombocytopenia. ' There is a predisposition
to malignancy, and the majority of patients die in
the second or third decade as a result of bone marrow
failure or malignant disease.2 In a proportion of
patients, a variety of congenital defects, for example,
hypoplasia of the radius and thumb, growth retarda-
tion, hypogonadism, hyperpigmentation, and cardiac
and renal anomalies, may also be observed. However,
it is now recognised that the expression of such
abnormalities is so variable that diagnosis on the basis
of clinical manifestations is unreliable.3 4

The genetic defect in FA is not known but defi-
ciency of an enzyme responsible for some aspect of
DNAmanagement, possibly DNA repair, is suspected.
This suspicion was initially based on the observation
that the chromosomes of cultured cells display a
raised level of instability manifesting as chromatid
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type aberrations.5 Further, it became clear that the
chromosomes show a remarkable hypersensitivity to
the clastogenic effects of DNA cross linking agents,
such as mitomycin C,6 nitrogen mustard,7 and
diepoxybutane.8 This distinctive cytogenetic charac-
teristic can be shown in a wide variety of cultured
tissues and is accepted as a reliable means of
confirmation or exclusion of FA, prenatally as well as
postnatally,>'0 direct comparison of aberration yields
being made with normal control cultures treated and
analysed in parallel.

Spontaneous sister chromatid exchange (SCE)
frequencies are believed to be normal in FA subjects,"
but studies on induced SCE have yielded conflicting
results. Some reports indicate a reduced response to
clastogenic stress, but in others normal or raised
frequencies have been observed. Dallapiccola and
Porfiro, 2 in summarising these results, suggested
that the inconsistencies might be a consequence of
different treatment and culturing schedules, and that
genetic heterogeneity of FA might also be a factor.

Confirmation and exclusion of FA by the evaluation
of induced chromosomal aberration frequencies
in cultured lymphocytes is now undertaken in many
clinical cytogenetics laboratories, and in the great
majority of cases a normal result is obtained. Clinical
referral is sometimes made at birth, where an infant
has, for example, radial aplasia or unexplained
anaemia. Referrals later in childhood generally result
from the observation of haematological problems,
either coupled with some other clinical manifestations,
or occurring in sibs.

After a positive diagnosis it is usual to perform
the same laboratory tests on apparently unaffected
sibs, specifically to exclude FA, in particular if a sib
is to be considered as a possible bone marrow
transplant donor.

Despite the clinical heterogeneity of the disease,
the clastogen stress test is generally dependable.
Problems of interpretation undoubtedly occur,
however,4 and there are four easily identified
potential problems.
(1) The test is performed only infrequently in many
laboratories where routine reliable protocols may
not be properly established. It is difficult for many
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laboratories to build up experience and maintain
consistent standards for dealing with these referrals.

(2) At appropriate concentrations of the clasto-
genic agent, aberration frequencies in unaffected
subjects may be extremely low and thus it may be
difficult to confirm that the treatment was effective.
In other words, it may be necessary to draw a con-

clusion from a negative response.
(3) Significant differences in aberration yields

between cultures from different persons may be a

consequence of different growth rates. Susceptibility
to clastogenic agents varies widely depending on

the stage of cell cycle, sensitivity in S often being
much higher than in G1. Also, a greater yield of
aberrations is to be expected at the first metaphase
after exposure, except in G2 cells which display high
sensitivity at the second metaphase after exposure.'3
(4) Treatment regimens may give inconsistent results
over a period of time because of variations in batches
of media and reagents. This may be of particular
significance in laboratories undertaking the test on an
occasional basis.

Incorporation of SCE evaluation into a clastogen
stress test for FA can effectively reduce ambiguities
and interpretive problems by providing a sensitive
positive control, a significant rise in SCE frequency
occurring in normal cells at concentrations of cross

linking agents which induce only occasional aber-
rations.'4 The results presented in this report show
this method to be reliable in providing a diagnostic
test for FA without the necessity for laborious and
costly screening of aberrations in large numbers of
cells.

Methods
A variety of clastogen treatments involving continuous
exposure or pulse treatments applied at a variety of
times during the culture period have been described,
all giving satisfactory results in the majority of
cases.3 7 8 15 The standard method for the blood
samples dealt with in this report was to use three
cultures from the patient with three parallel control
cultures matched for sex and age if possible. Whole
blood cultures were grown in McCoy's Sa medium
supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, PHA, and
10- mol/l 5'bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU), all cultures
being harvested after three days' incubation. A pair of
cultures (one patient and one control) was given a

pulse treatment of 3 x 10-6 mol/l mitomycin C (MMC,
Sigma) for approximately 40 minutes before culturing;
0-4 ml of whole blood was suspended in 2-0 ml of
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) for exposure to
MMC. After treatment, the suspension was centri-
fuged and resuspended in three changes of 10 ml of
PBS before adding the cells to the culture medium. A
second pair of cultures was exposed to 10-7 mol/l
nitrogen mustard (HN2, mustine hydrochloride,

Boots) added 24 hours before harvesting. The third
pair of cultures had no clastogen exposure.

In the standard analysis, 20 cells are scored for
aberrations from the clastogen treated cultures, and
SCE counted in up to five cells from all six cultures.
Provided that a significant SCE response can be
shown in the absence of a significant yield of aberra-
tions in the patient's cultures, it is possible to exclude
FA without examining the control cultures. For
aberration analysis, slides were block stained in 10%
Leishman's stain at pH 6 8 and for SCE by staining in
Giemsa at pH 10-4.16

Results
SCE AND ABERRATION YIELDS IN PATIENTS IN WHOM FA
WAS EXCLUDED
Data have been selected from five cases analysed
recently to illustrate the typical pattern of results
when FA is excluded. Table 1 shows high frequencies
of SCE obtained from MMC and HN2 exposures,
confirming that the treatments were effective. The
differences in SCE levels between similarly treated
cultures, especially observed after HN2 exposure,
may reflect differences in growth kinetics between
cultures of different subjects as well as variation in
conditions on different occasions. However, as only
small numbers of cells were examined some random
discrepancy may be expected. Table 1 also illustrates
the low aberration frequencies in all of these cultures.

SCE AND ABERRATION YIELDS IN CONFIRMED FA
PATIENTS
Cases 1 and 2 were brothers aged 8 and 5 years
referred because of thrombocytopenia, together with

Table I Combined data from five patients in whom FA was
excluded and five control samples showing spontaneous
and inducedSCEfrequencies and induced aberrations. Five cells
were scored per culture for SCE and 20 per culture for
aberrations. The majority of aberrations were chromatid type.
Details ofthe treatment protocols are given in the methods section.

Treatment

None MMC HN2

SCE
Overall mean 5-7 30 1 38 0
Range of

culture means 36-7-6 23-2-37-0 215-61-2
No of cells 50 50 50

Total aberrations
Gaps 46 26
Breaks 19 28
No of cells 200 200

Aberrations per culture
(20 cells each)
Mean 7-2 6 2
Range 5-10 1-11
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Table 2 Induced SCE and aberration yields in FA patients and controls. Each block ofcultures was grown and treated in parallel.
Cases 1, 2, and 3 were affected, and the normal sib is the brother ofcases I and 2 (see methods sectionfor details oftreatment protocols).
At least 10 cells were scored for SCE except where indicated by*. Twenty cells were scored for aberrations in every clastogen treated
culture.

Aberrations per 20 cells

Treatment Patient SCE per cell Gaps Breaks Exchanges

None Case 1 (FA) 5-4
Case 2 (FA) 7-7
Normal sib 7-7
Control 7-7

MMC Case 1 (FA) 49.5* 19 38 37
Case 2 (FA) 42-1 22 38 54
Normal sib 49-7 2 3 1
Control 61-5 2 6 1

HN2 Case 1 (FA) 38-8 8 22 17
Case 2 (FA) 40 0 13 24 35
Nornal sib 38-0 2 1 0
Control 31-1 2 3 1

None Case 3 (FA) 4 0
Control 5-2

MMC Case 3 (FA) 20-0* 6 29 21
Control 19-3 1 3 0

HN2 Case 3 (FA) 15-2* 2 11 19
Control 28-0* 3 2 0
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Harlequin staining in second division clastogen treated cellsfrom a Fanconi's anaemia patient. (Left) GoMMC exposure showing
a chromatid interchange (1), chromatid breaks (2), and derivedfirst cycle damage in theform ofdicentrics (3), andPCC (4). There
are approximately 20 SCE. (Right) HN2 exposurefor thefinal 24 hours, showing chromatid interchanges (1), and approximately
25 SCE.

a normal sib being considered as a bone marrow

transplant donor. Case 3 was a newborn presenting
with radial aplasia. In all treated cultures from the
three FA patients the aberration yields were extremely
high (table 2). In the same cultures SCE frequencies
were significantly raised with respect to the untreated

cultures. SCE were difficult to score accurately in the
presence of high levels of damage (figure). Following
Go MMC exposure, few second division cells were

found after 72 hours, probably because cells sustain-
ing heavy chromosomal damage are unlikely to
survive beyond their first post-treatment division.
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With the later mutagen exposure (HN2 at 48 hours)
more second divisions were available, many cells
having already traversed one cycle before treatment.

Discussion
The results presented show that raised SCE levels
may be used as a positive control in clastogen stress
tests designed for the exclusion of Fanconi's anaemia.
Confidence in the assay can be increased to a point
where in many cases it becomes unnecessary to score

aberrations in paired normal control cultures. Thus,
exclusion can be made confidently, rapidly, and
economically having examined relatively small
numbers of cells. The tests can be undertaken on
blood samples of 1 or 2 ml, an important consideration
when investigations are carried out on neonates. This
approach to the exclusion of FA is also facilitated by
the use of a simple, five minute, harlequin staining
technique using Giemsa stain at high pH."6
SCE response to diepoxybutane (DEB) stress is

similar to that found with MMC or HN2'4 and
protocols using DEB could be readily adapted to
incorporate SCE evaluation.

Aberration yields in parallel clastogen treated
cultures from different normal persons may not be
fully comparable because of variability in growth
rates. Comparisons between cultures from controls
and affected patients may also be complicated by cell
cycle differences, an elongated cell cycle, in particular
an abnormally long G2 phase, being an established
feature of FA cells. 17 8 Such factors may have
contributed to the false positive and false negative
results obtained by some investigators.4 Harlequin
staining provides the opportunity to compare the cell
cycle of different cultures and the ability to confine
the aberration analysis to first division cells if
required. 19

Data from observations of SCE levels in normal
amniotic fluid or chorionic cultures might be used as
an initial step in the development of suitable treat-
ment protocols for the prenatal diagnosis of FA, and
with the increasing use ofbone marrow transplantation
in the treatment of FA, the collection of data on
induced SCE levels, in conjunction with aberration
data, could be valuable for the long term monitoring
of post-transplant cellular response to clastogenic
agents.

Accurate diagnosis of Fanconi's anaemia is vital for
appropriate patient management, and induced
chromosome aberration analysis currently provides
the most reliable means of confirming this condition.
Incorporation of a modest load of SCE analysis is

more than offset by the reduction in the amount of
aberration screening required, enhancing confidence
in the accuracy of the result and increasing further the
efficiency of this assay.

The author wishes to thank Dr Alan McDermott for
his advice in the preparation of this manuscript.
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